2019 TCFL Brag Sheet

Congress (4th year in a row that TCFL takes the Congress Championship title!)
- 1st Place: Ryan Keane, El Camino Real (coach Lily Liu)—Back-to-Back State Champ!
- 5th Place: Ethan Miles Siegel, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 15th Place: Joseph Brennan, Hart (coach Eleanor Nishioka)
- 16th Place: Emerson Johnston, El Camino Real (coach Lily Liu)
- 25th Place: Martine Wolfè, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 27th Place: Emily Cocea, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Impromptu
- 1st Place: Dev Wernik, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 2nd Place: Jackson Paluck, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 3rd Place: Sienna Horvath, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Public Forum Debate
- 2nd Place: David Eick/Riley Friedenberg, Campbell Hall (coach Susan Foley)
- QtrFinalist: Alec Boulton/Jackson Loze, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- OctoFinalist: Miles Morton/River Simard, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

National Extemp
- 4th Place: Miles Morton, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 5th Place: Daniel Timor, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 15th Place: Patrick Kim, North Hollywood (coach Jennifer Jung-Kim)
- 18th Place: Liana Schmitter-Emerson, Campbell Hall (coach Susan Foley)

Original Advocacy
- 2nd Place: Carly Dutcher, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 14th Place: Lydia Benga, Monroe (coach Kathy Graber)
- 17th Place: Jennifer Becerra, Monroe (coach Kathy Graber)

International Extemp
- 5th Place: Megha Jain, Granada Hills Charter (coach Rachael Phipps)
- 14th Place: Jackson Loze, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Original Prose & Poetry
- 6th Place: Sanovia Muhammad, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 9th Place: Charlie Beth Weingarten, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 14th Place: Mackenzie Forman, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Lincoln Douglas
- QtrFinalist: Chase Bezonsky, Oak Park (coach Audrey Israel)
- OctoFinalist: Ayush Saha, Granada (coach Jerome Robinson)

Dramatic Interp
- 12th Place: Callie LaVanway, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 13th Place: Astaria Dayne, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
- 15th Place: Camille Blanco, West Ranch (coach Michael Smith)
Parliamentary Debate
• QtrFinalist: Adelman/Dahal, Cleveland (coach Wayne Basinger)

Oratorical Interp
• 12th Place: Henry Parker Elder, Sherman Oaks CES (coach Orrei Barasch)
• 16th Place: Jacqueline Aristondo, Bert Corona Charter (coach Mark Yabut)
• 18th Place: Isabella Jahmarkt, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Expository
• 13th: Joanna Veres, Saugus (coach Megan Botton)
• 14th Place: Sarah Shapiro, Granada Hills Charter (coach Rachael Phipps)

Duo Interp
• 15th Place: Bonver/Conway, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)
• 18th Place: Mironenko/Yadegar, Sherman Oaks CES (coach Orrei Barasch)

Humorous Interp
• 10th Place: Gabe Grodan, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Original Oratory
• 10th Place: Isabella Nelson, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

Program Oral Interp (POI)
• 16th Place: Jacob Keer, VIP (coach Iain Lampert)

2019 Sweepstakes (out of 160 schools) Valley International Prep, 2nd Place!